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Abstract

Dial-a-ride services provide disabled and elderly people with a personalized mode of transportation to

preserve their mobility. Typically, several users with different pickup and dropoff locations are trans-

ported on a vehicle simultaneously. The focus in Dial-A-Ride Problems (DARPs) is mainly on minimizing

routing cost. Service quality has been taken into account in the models by imposing time windows and

limiting the maximum ride time of each user. We extend the classical DARP by an additional feature

of service quality referred to as driver consistency. Customers of dial-a-ride services are often sensitive

to changes in their daily routine. This aspect includes the person who is providing the transportation

service, i.e., the driver of the vehicle. Our problem, called the Driver Consistent Dial-A-Ride Problem

(DC-DARP), considers driver consistency by bounding the maximum number of different drivers that

transport a user over a multi-period planning horizon.

We propose different formulations of the problem and examine their efficiency when applied in a

Branch-and-Cut fashion. Additionally, we develop a large neighborhood search algorithm that generates

near-optimal solutions in a short amount of time.

Over 1000 instances are generated with close reference to real world scenarios. Extensive computa-

tional experiments are conducted in order to assess the quality of the solution approaches and to provide

insights into the new problem. Results reveal that the cost of offering driver consistency varies greatly

in magnitude. Depending on the instance, the cost of assigning one driver to each user can be up to

27.98% higher compared to a low-cost solution. However, routing cost increases by not more than 5.80%

if users are transported by at least two drivers.
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1. Introduction

Dial-a-ride services are offered in the context of demand responsive transportation. Users are trans-

ported from a specific origin (e.g., from home) to a specific destination (e.g., to a medical facility).

Typically, a user has two related transport requests on a single day: an outbound request from home

to the desired destination and an inbound request, i.e., the return trip home. Several users with differ-5

ent pickup and dropoff locations may be transported simultaneously to reduce operating costs. Service

providers often use several types of vehicles (e.g., cars, minivans, ambulances). A common application

is the door-to-door transportation of elderly and disabled people. These people are often unable to use

general public transportation. Dial-a-ride services provide a viable and affordable alternative, allowing

these people to preserve their mobility. Other applications of dial-a-ride services involve ambulance10

transports and transportation of people in rural areas with poor public transportation services.

Dial-A-Ride Problems (DARPs) are operational planning problems concerned with designing efficient

vehicle routes to fulfill transportation requests of users. Extensive research has been conducted in the

past decades to model and solve DARPs efficiently. A literature review is given in Section 2.

The main focus of dial-a-ride service providers has been on minimizing routing cost. Yet, many15

companies put increasing emphasis on improving service quality in order to increase the satisfaction of

their users [1]. Improving service quality often leads to a competitive advantage in markets where a large

number of companies compete against each other. Service quality has been considered in DARPs by,

e.g., offering time windows and limiting ride times, waiting times, and the number of stops with a user

on board. A detailed overview of quality measures is given in Paquette et al. [2].20

Most DARP models consider a single day. Therefore, previous research has ignored service quality

aspects that arise in a multi-period context. However, a survey of Paquette et al. [1] among users of a

dial-a-ride system revealed that the second most important aspect of service quality is being assigned

to a familiar driver as often as possible, i.e., driver consistency1. Users of dial-a-ride services are often

sensitive to changes in their daily routine. This includes the person who is providing the transportation25

service, i.e., the driver of the vehicle.

This paper provides the following contributions: First, for the first time, we study the effect of

integrating driver consistency into dial-a-ride problems. In Section 3, we propose a multi-period dial-a-

ride problem in which the maximum number of drivers assigned to each user over the planning period

is bounded. We consider heterogeneous vehicles and users with different types of requests, e.g., users in30

wheelchairs and people that have to be transported in a lying position. The problem is referred to as the

Driver Consistent Dial-A-Ride Problem (DC-DARP). Second, we propose two mathematical problem

formulations in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The formulations are strengthened by several valid

inequalities and integrated into a Branch-and-Cut (B&C) algorithm that generates optimal solutions

for small problem instances (Section 4). Our results provide insights into the advantages of using a35

1The most important aspect is flexibility with respect to reservation changes and booking rides on a short notice.
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custom-made B&C algorithm over an off-the-shelf solver. Third, we develop a fast heuristic solution

approach based on Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) in Section 5. We put emphasis on designing

an algorithm with a simple structure. Therefore, we test several modules and only select the best ones.

Fourth, we present an extensive computational study on new benchmark instances with different problem

characteristics in Section 6. The efficiency of the problem formulations and the quality of the proposed40

solution approaches are assessed. Both the exact and heuristic methods provide high-quality results. We

analyze the increase in routing cost caused by improved driver consistency and provide recommendations

for choosing a proper level of driver consistency in different operating environments. Finally, we draw

conclusions and suggest directions for future research in Section 7.

2. Related literature45

The proposed problem combines ideas from the DARP literature and the literature on service con-

sistency in vehicle routing problems. The most related papers are reviewed in the next sections.

2.1. Dial-a-ride problems

Many different models and problem variants with a large variety of objective functions and constraints

have been proposed to account for the requirements of dial-a-ride service providers. A general problem50

definition for the DARP is provided by Cordeau and Laporte [3]. This definition considers a limited

homogeneous fleet of capacitated vehicles, time windows either on the pickup or the delivery node,

maximum ride times limiting the time a user can spend in a vehicle, and a maximum route duration

constraint. The problem definition has been adopted by many authors [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. A three-

index formulation for this problem is proposed in Cordeau [6], together with an exact B&C algorithm.55

Ropke et al. [12] propose two two-index formulations and an improved B&C algorithm. Results show the

advantage of using a more compact two-index formulation over the three-index formulation of Cordeau

[6]. Heuristic approaches for this problem are based on, e.g., Tabu Search [3], Variable Neighborhood

Search (VNS) [9], Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) [7], hybridized Column Generation and LNS [11],

and Deterministic Annealing [5].60

An extension of the DARP to the heterogeneous case (H-DARP) is proposed in Parragh [10] to

account for the fact that service providers often use different types of vehicles and users may have

different requirements, especially in the context of transporting elderly and disabled people (e.g., being

transported in a wheelchair or on a stretcher). The problem is solved by an exact B&C algorithm and a

VNS meta-heuristic. Braekers et al. [5] extend the H-DARP to the multi-depot case. A more compact65

2-index formulation is used to obtain better results by an adapted version of the B&C algorithm of Ropke

et al. [12]. To the best of our knowledge, Braekers et al. [5] currently provide the best heuristic results

for both the standard DARP and its heterogeneous variant.

Other recent contributions focus on rich variants of the DARP which include several real-life aspects

(e.g., [13, 14]) and on dynamic pricing strategies (e.g., [15, 16]). Detailed overviews of dial-a-ride problems70
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are provided by Cordeau and Laporte [17, 4], Parragh et al. [18], and Doerner and Salazar-González [19].

2.2. Service consistency in vehicle routing

In competitive markets, companies often differentiate themselves by providing better customer service

than their competitors. This strategy is getting more and more popular in the vehicle routing industry.

Companies in, e.g., small package shipping, home health care, grocery home delivery, and demand75

responsive transportation put large emphasis on service consistency to increase the satisfaction of their

customers. Driver consistency is achieved by servicing customers by as few different drivers as possible.

Frequent interactions help forming a bond between customer and driver (i.e., the company). Companies

focusing on arrival time consistency, service their customers at almost the same time of the day each

time they are visited to make arrival times predictable.80

Typically, the routing cost increases with a higher level of service consistency. So, the company that

provides the highest level of consistency with the least increase in routing cost has the largest advantage

over its competitors. This challenge has motivated many researchers to investigate routing problems

with service consistency features. Groër et al. [20] formulate the Consistent Vehicle Routing Problem

(ConVRP) and develop a record-to-record travel algorithm. Both, arrival time and driver consistency85

are taken into account. Heuristic solution approaches for the ConVRP are proposed in, e.g., Kovacs

et al. [21] and Tarantilis et al. [22]. Customers are visited by a single driver in the ConVRP. Luo et al.

[23] and Kovacs et al. [24] examine the effect of allowing more than one driver per customer. Kovacs

et al. [25] and Lian et al. [26] investigate the trade-off between routing cost, arrival time consistency,

and driver consistency in a multi-objective framework. The first mathematical programming approach90

for solving routing problems that consider arrival time consistency is presented in Subramanyam and

Gounaris [27]. The authors compare three B&C formulations for the multi-period traveling salesman

problem in which the difference between the latest and earliest arrival time at each customer is bounded.

Service consistency in the context of passenger transportation for people with disabilities is examined in

Feillet et al. [28]. The primary focus is on arrival time consistency; the number of drivers per customer is95

minimized in a post-processing step. Coelho et al. [29] and Coelho and Laporte [30, 31] incorporate service

consistency requirements into vendor-managed inventory systems and solve the problem by exact and

heuristic algorithms. A detailed overview of vehicle routing problems that consider service consistency

is given in Kovacs et al. [32].

3. Problem definition and formulations100

In this section, the DC-DARP is defined and two mathematical formulations are proposed. Our

problem definition extends the single-day DARP of Cordeau and Laporte [3] to a multi-period problem.

We consider driver consistency similar to Kovacs et al. [24], i.e., each user may have multiple requests

during the planning horizon, but the number of drivers that can be assigned to a specific user is restricted.
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We assume that each user books a set of different types of trips, e.g., trips to medical facilities and105

day care centers, and social visits to friends and family. Each trip consists of an outbound request, i.e.,

transport from home to the desired destination, and an inbound request, i.e, the transport back home.

A request is characterized by origin, destination, time window at either origin or destination, maximum

ride time, and capacity requirement. A new type of trip would be added to a user’s set of trips if she

required transport to a different location or at a different time of the day.110

Each type of trip, and the corresponding transportation requests, may be executed on multiple days

of the planning horizon. The requests are assumed to be identical for each of these days (e.g., same time

of the day, destination, and capacity requirement). A request that has to be executed on a given day is

referred to as active.

Users may even perform multiple trips on a single day. For example, a user may request a transport115

to a medical facility (and back home) on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and a transport to visit a

friend on Tuesday and Wednesday (the trips on Wednesday may not overlap). Both types of trips, social

visit and medical treatment, have the same characteristics on each day they are demanded. Consistency

related constraints are enforced among all requests of a certain user.

A formal description of the DC-DARP by using 4-index decision variables is presented in the next120

section. A 3-index formulation is presented in Section 3.2.

3.1. 4-index formulation

The following formulation is based on the 3-index formulation of Cordeau [6] for the DARP. Driver

consistency and heterogeneous vehicles are incorporated as discussed in Kovacs et al. [24] and Braekers

et al. [5], respectively.125

Users in set U = {1, ..., |U |} (index u) are serviced over a multi-day planning period D = {1, ..., |D|}

(index d). Transportation is performed by a set of vehicles K = {1, ..., |K|} (index k). Users require

different types of capacity referred to as resource types, e.g., regular seats and wheelchair places. Each

vehicle k ∈ K has a capacity of Qr
k for resource type r ∈ R. The length of a working day is Tday.

However, the duration of each vehicle route is restricted to Troute.130

We assume a permanent vehicle-to-driver assignment, i.e., a driver is always assigned to the same

vehicle. The terms drivers and vehicles are used interchangeably.

The DC-DARP is defined on directed graph G = (N,A). The set of nodes N = {0, 2n+ 1} ∪ P ∪D

consists of the vehicle depot (i.e, 0, 2n+1), the set of pickup nodes P = {1, ..., n}, and the set of delivery

nodes D = {n+ 1, ..., 2n}. Delivery node n+ i ∈ D corresponds to pickup node i ∈ P . With each node135

i ∈ N , we associate a capacity requirement for each resource type qri , a non-negative service duration si, a

maximum ride time Lmax
i , and a time window in which the service must start [ei, li]. For all i ∈ P , we set

qri = −qrn+i and si = sn+i. At the depot, we set qr0 = qr2n+1 = 0 and [e0, l0] = [e2n+1, l2n+1] = [0, Tday].

The arc set is defined as A = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ N, i 6= 2n+ 1, j 6= 0, i 6= j}. With each arc (i, j), we associate

a travel cost cij and a travel time tij .140
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Furthermore, let θ(i) denote user u ∈ U corresponding to node i ∈ P ∪ D. Binary parameter wd
i

indicates whether the request corresponding to node i ∈ P ∪ D is active on day d (wd
i = 1) or not

(wd
i = 0). For each request, we require wd

i = wd
n+i and θ(i) = θ(n + i). Finally, the maximum number

of drivers that may be assigned to a certain user is Z (representing the level of consistency).

The following decision variables are used:

xkd
ij =











1, if vehicle k traverses arc (i, j) on day d

0, else

(1)

ykdi =











1, if node i is visited by vehicle k on day d

0, else

(2)

zku =











1, if vehicle k is assigned to user u at least once

0, else

(3)

Qrd
i = vehicle load for resource type r after visiting node i on day d (4)

Bd
i = start time of service on day d at node i ∈ P ∪D (5)

Bkd
0 = time vehicle k leaves the depot on day d (6)

Bkd
2n+1 = return time to depot of vehicle k on day d (7)

Ld
i = ride time of the request corresponding to pickup node i ∈ P on day d (8)

Using the above notation, the DC-DARP may be formulated as:145

min
∑

d∈D

∑

k∈K

∑

i∈N

∑

j∈N

cijx
kd
ij (9)

subject to:

ykd0 = ykd2n+1 = 1 ∀k ∈ K, d ∈ D (10)
∑

i∈P

xkd
0i ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ K, d ∈ D (11)

∑

i∈D

xkd
i,2n+1 ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ K, d ∈ D (12)

∑

k∈K

ykdi = wd
i ∀i ∈ P ∪D, d ∈ D (13)

∑

j∈N

xkd
ji =

∑

j∈N

xkd
ij = ykdi ∀i ∈ P ∪D, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (14)

ykdi = ykdn+i ∀i ∈ P, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (15)
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Bd
j ≥ (Bkd

0 + t0j)x
kd
0j ∀j ∈ P, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (16)

Bd
j ≥ (Bd

i + si + tij)
∑

k∈K

xkd
ij ∀i, j ∈ P ∪D, d ∈ D (17)

Bkd
2n+1 ≥ (Bd

i + si + ti,2n+1)x
kd
i,2n+1 ∀i ∈ D, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (18)

Bkd
2n+1 −Bkd

0 ≤ Troute ∀k ∈ K, d ∈ D (19)

ei ≤ Bd
i ≤ li ∀i ∈ P ∪D, d ∈ D (20)

ei ≤ Bkd
i ≤ li ∀i ∈ {0, 2n+ 1}, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (21)

Ld
i = Bd

n+i − (Bd
i + si) ∀i ∈ P, d ∈ D (22)

ti,n+i ≤ Ld
i ≤ Lmax

i ∀i ∈ P, d ∈ D (23)

Qrd
j ≥ (Qrd

i + qrj )
∑

k∈K

xkd
ij ∀i, j ∈ N, r ∈ R, d ∈ D (24)

qri ≤ Qrd
i ≤

∑

k∈K

Qr
ky

kd
i ∀i ∈ P, r ∈ R, d ∈ D (25)

0 ≤ Qrd
i ≤

∑

k∈K

(Qr
k + qri )y

kd
i ∀i ∈ D, r ∈ R, d ∈ D (26)

ykdi ≤ zkθ(i) ∀i ∈ P, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (27)
∑

k∈K

zku ≤ Z ∀u ∈ U (28)

xkd
ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ N, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (29)

ykdi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (30)

zku ∈ {0, 1} ∀u ∈ U, k ∈ K (31)

The objective is to minimize the routing cost (9). Constraints (10-12) ensure that each vehicle is

assigned to the depot and performs at most one route. Nodes are visited only on days the corresponding

requests are active (13). Constraints (14) ensure flow conservation at each node and link the assignment

variables (y) with the routing variables (x). Constraints (15) make sure that the pickup and delivery150

node of a request are served by the same vehicle. These constraints are referred to as pairing constraints.

Constraints (16-18) set the start-time-of-service variables (B) and prevent subtours. Maximum route

duration and time windows are controlled in (19-21). The maximum ride times of users are defined and

bounded in (22) and (23), respectively. Together, (22) and (23) also ensure that a pickup node is visited

before its corresponding delivery node (referred to as precedence constraints). Constraints (24) set the155

load variables (Q), while vehicle capacity is accounted for in (25) for pickup nodes and in (26) for delivery

nodes. If a vehicle visits a node, it should be assigned to the corresponding user (27). The number of

drivers assigned to each user is restricted in (28). Finally, (29-31) set the domains of the binary decision

variables.

The start-time-of-service and load variables, B and Q, are independent of the vehicle performing the

service [6]. However, with a heterogeneous fleet, we have to take into account the vehicle-specific capacity
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constraints. The right-hand side of constraints (25) and (26) guarantee that the load after servicing a

node is bounded by the capacity of the vehicle it has been assigned to. Constraints (16-18) and (24) are

nonlinear, but can be linearized using the big-M method. Additionally, the linear form of (24) may be

lifted as given in (32) with Mi ≥ min{Qr
max,Q

r
max + qri } and Qr

max = maxk∈K Qr
k [33].

Qrd
j ≥ Qrd

i + qrj −Mi(1−
∑

k∈K

xkd
ij ) + (Mi − qri − qrj )

∑

k∈K

xkd
ji ∀i, j ∈ N, r ∈ R, d ∈ D (32)

3.2. 3-index formulation160

The 3-index formulation of the DC-DARP is based on the 2-index PDPTW2 formulation for the

DARP proposed by Ropke et al. [12]. In this formulation, no vehicle index is required on the routing

variables. The model requires less variables, but the number of constraints grows exponentially with the

size of the input.

To take into account vehicle heterogeneity, the node set is extended with both, a dummy pickup165

node and a dummy delivery node for each vehicle [12, 5]. These nodes have the same physical location

as the depot. Each route starts with a dummy pickup node and ends with the corresponding dummy

delivery node. Let nv denote the number of vehicles (i.e., nv = |K|) and nu the number of user requests;

n = nv + nu. The maximum capacity for resource type r ∈ R over all vehicles is Qr
max = maxk∈K Qr

k.

The DC-DARP is defined on directed graph G = (N,A). The node set is N = {0, 2n+ 1} ∪ P v ∪170

Pu ∪ Dv ∪ Du. Nodes 0 and 2n + 1 represent the depot, P v = {1, ..., nv} is the set of dummy pickup

nodes, Pu = {nv + 1, ..., n} is the set of user pickup nodes, Dv = {n+ 1, ..., n+ nv} is the set of dummy

delivery nodes, and Du = {n + nv + 1, ..., 2n} is the set of user delivery nodes. We set P = P v ∪ Pu

and D = Dv ∪Du to simplify notation. The user pickup and delivery nodes i ∈ Pu ∪Du have the same

attribute values as before (e.g., user, service time, capacity requirement). The attribute values of the175

dummy nodes are as follows:

si = sn+i = 0 ∀i ∈ P v (33)

Ld
i = Ld

n+i = Troute ∀i ∈ P v, d ∈ D (34)

[ei, li] = [en+i, ln+i] = [0, Tday] ∀i ∈ P v (35)

wd
i = wd

n+i = 1 ∀i ∈ P v, d ∈ D (36)

qri = −qrn+i = Qr
max −Qr

k ∀i ∈ P v, r ∈ R, with k = i (37)

We remove the following arcs from arc set A = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ N, i 6= 2n+1, j 6= 0, i 6= j} to ensure that

each route starts with a dummy pickup node and ends with a dummy delivery node:

(0, j) ∀j ∈ N\P v (38)

(i, 2n+ 1) ∀i ∈ N\Dv (39)
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(i, j) ∀i ∈ P v, j ∈ D, j 6= n+ i (40)

(i, j) ∀j ∈ Dv, i ∈ P, j 6= n+ i (41)

Only three types of decision variables are used. The first are the new 3-index binary routing variables.

The latter two are the same binary y and z variables as in the 4-index formulation:

xd
ij =











1, if arc (i, j) is traversed on day d

0, else

(42)

ykdi =











1, if node i ∈ P ∪D is visited by vehicle k on day d

0, else

(43)

zku =











1, if vehicle k is assigned to user u at least once

0, else

(44)

Following Ropke et al. [12], we define S as the set of all subsets of nodes S ⊆ N such that 0 ∈ S,

2n+1 /∈ S, and there is at least one node i ∈ P for which i /∈ S and n+ i ∈ S. For any subset S ⊆ P ∪D,

we define qr(S) =
∑

i∈S qri . A lower bound on the number of times a vehicle must enter and leave S in

order to visit all nodes in the set is max{1, B(S)} with B(S) = maxr∈R{⌈|q
r(S)|/Qr

max⌉}. The set of180

infeasible paths with respect to time windows, ride times, and the route duration limit is denoted by I.

Finally, set A(I) contains all arcs of path I ∈ I.

The DC-DARP is formulated as follows:

min
∑

d∈D

∑

i∈N

∑

j∈N

cijx
d
ij (45)

subject to:

∑

k∈K

ykdi = wd
i ∀i ∈ P ∪D, d ∈ D (46)

∑

j∈N

xd
ji =

∑

j∈N

xd
ij = wd

i ∀i ∈ P ∪D, d ∈ D (47)

ykdi = ykdn+i ∀i ∈ P, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (48)

ykd1

i = ykd2

i ∀i ∈ P v, k ∈ K, d1, d2 ∈ D (49)
∑

i,j∈S

xd
ij ≤ |S| − 2 ∀S ∈ S, d ∈ D (50)

∑

i,j∈S

xd
ij ≤ |S| −max{1, B(S)} ∀S ⊆ N\{0, 2n+ 1}, |S| ≥ 2, d ∈ D (51)
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∑

(i,j)∈A(I)

xd
ij ≤ |A(I)| − 1 ∀I ∈ I, d ∈ D (52)

ykdi − ykdj + xd
ij ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P ∪D, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (53)

ykdj − ykdi + xd
ij ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P ∪D, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (54)

ykdi ≤ zkθ(i) ∀i ∈ Pu ∪Du, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (55)
∑

k∈K

zku ≤ Z ∀u ∈ U (56)

xd
ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ N, d ∈ D (57)

ykdi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (58)

zku ∈ {0, 1} ∀u ∈ U, k ∈ K (59)

The objective is to minimize the routing cost (45). Constraints (46) make sure that a node is assigned185

to a vehicle when its corresponding request is active on a given day. Flow conservation is enforced by

constraints (47). Constraints (48) ensure that both nodes of a user request are visited by the same

vehicle, while constraints (49) ensure that a dummy node is assigned to the same vehicle on each day.

Constraints (50), (51), and (52) represent precedence and pairing constraints [34], rounded capacity

constraints [35], and infeasible path elimination constraints [36], respectively. The link between the190

assignment and routing variables is established in constraints (53) and (54): both nodes, i and j, are

assigned to the same vehicle if a vehicle travels from i to j on day d. Constraints (55) and (56) are the

same as (27) and (28), while (57-59) express the domains of the decision variables.

Constraints (53) and (54) may be lifted by taking subtour elimination and precedence constraints

into account. Therefore, constraints (53) can be replaced by constraints (60-62), and constraints (54) by

constraints (63-65).

ykdi − ykdj + xd
ij + xd

ji + xd
n+i,j + xd

n+j,i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P |i < j, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (60)

ykdi − ykdj + xd
n+i,n+j + xd

n+j,n+i + xd
n+i,j + xd

n+j,i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P |i < j, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (61)

ykdi − ykdj + xd
i,n+j + xd

n+j,i + xd
n+i,j + xd

j,n+i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P |i < j, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (62)

ykdj − ykdi + xd
ij + xd

ji + xd
n+i,j + xd

n+j,i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P |i < j, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (63)

ykdj − ykdi + xd
n+i,n+j + xd

n+j,n+i + xd
n+i,j + xd

n+j,i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P |i < j, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (64)

ykdj − ykdi + xd
i,n+j + xd

n+j,i + xd
n+i,j + xd

j,n+i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ P |i < j, k ∈ K, d ∈ D (65)

For the DARP, the 2-index formulation of Ropke et al. [12] clearly outperforms the 3-index formulation

of Cordeau [6]. However, the advantage of the 3-index over the 4-index formulation seems less clear for195

the DC-DARP. Both models, 3-index and 4-index, require the same assignment variables (y), but the

link between these assignment variables and routing variables (x) seems weaker in the 3-index model

(constraints (53) and (54) compared to constraints (14)).
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4. Exact approaches

Three exact solution approaches for the DC-DARP are considered and compared. The comparison200

reveals which approach is most preferred for a given problem context. Generating optimal solutions also

enables us to assess the quality of the heuristic algorithm presented in Section 5. First, the 4-index

model is solved using a state-of-the-art commercial solver (CPLEX). This approach is referred to as

4i-cplex. Next, both the 4-index model and the 3-index model are solved using a B&C algorithm. These

approaches are referred to as 4i-bc and 3i-bc, respectively.205

In Sections 4.1 to 4.3, we describe methods to reduce the problem size and to improve both models

by strengthening the respective formulation. The applied B&C algorithm is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1. Arc elimination and variable fixing

We apply several preprocessing steps to reduce the problem size. Time windows are tightened and

superfluous arcs are eliminated as proposed by Dumas et al. [37] and Cordeau [6] for the single period210

DARP. For the 4-index model, arcs which are infeasible due to capacity constraints are eliminated for each

vehicle separately (as capacity levels may differ between vehicles). Furthermore, for both models, routing

and assignment variables related to a node i on a certain day d are only generated if the corresponding

request is active on that day (wd
i = 1), and assignment variables ykdi may be fixed to zero in case vehicle

k cannot serve node i due to capacity constraints.215

4.2. Branching priority

The DC-DARP may be considered as a two-stage decision process: first, assigning users to vehicles

considering driver consistency; second, routing vehicles while ensuring route feasibility. Therefore, it

may be beneficial to give branching priority to the assignment variables (ykdi ) over the routing variables

(xkd
ij or xd

ij) during the Branch-and-Bound (B&B) process.220

4.3. Valid inequalities

Additional constraints and valid inequalities may be added to both models in order to strengthen the

formulations. These inequalities are redundant in the model, but may reduce the search space. Several

valid inequalities for the DC-DARP are discussed in the following paragraphs. They are appended to

the problem formulation before starting the solution process, unless stated otherwise. Their effect on225

solution quality is analyzed in Section 6.2.

Initial pool of inequalities. We add an initial pool of inequalities as proposed in Cordeau [6]. These

constraints are simple realizations of the inequalities used to generate cuts in the B&C algorithm (see

Section 4.4), i.e., they involve a limited number of variables. In the B&C algorithm, these inequalities

are checked one-by-one at each node in the B&B tree, and are added only when a violation is detected.230
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Incompatibility inequalities. Two requests i, j ∈ P are denoted as incompatible when they cannot be

performed by a single vehicle. This is the case when neither of the following six paths is feasible for

any vehicle due to a combination of capacity, time window, and ride time constraints: {i, j, n + i, n +

j}, {i, j, n + j, n + i}, {j, i, n + i, n + j}, {j, i, n + j, n + i}, {i, n + i, j, n + j}, {j, n + j, i, n + i}. All

arcs between the nodes of incompatible requests are already eliminated by the arc elimination phase

discussed in Section 4.1. However, additional incompatibility inequalities may be added as follows. All

sets of incompatible requests S ⊆ P with |S| ≥ 2 are identified by enumeration. Next, for each set

S = {i1, i2, ..., ih}, inequality (66) ensures that only one such request is assigned to any vehicle k on a

given day d.

ydki1 + ydki2 + · · ·+ ydkih ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ K, d ∈ D (66)

Symmetry breaking inequalities. Both models proposed for the DC-DARP may be subject to symmetry

issues if the fleet is homogeneous or there is only a limited number of vehicle types. Vehicle types

are defined such that all vehicles of the same type have the same capacity level Qr
k for each resource

type r ∈ R. Let Kω = {kα, kβ , ..., kλ} denote the subset of vehicles belonging to type ω ∈ Ω and

K−
ω = Kω\{kα}. We consider two methods to reduce symmetry.235

The first method is similar to the variable fixing procedure described in Cordeau [6]. For homogeneous

problems, we select the largest set of mutually incompatible requests S = {i1, i2, ..., ih} that are active

on a specific day d. Next, these h requests are fixed to the first h vehicles on this day, i.e., yd1i1 = yd2i2 =

.. = ydhih = 1.

For heterogeneous problems, this method can only be applied when at least one of the resource types240

can be accommodated by a single type of vehicle only, i.e., a resource type r ∈ R exists such that requests

requiring this resource type can be performed by just a single type of vehicle ω (∀k ∈ Kω : Qr
k > 0, ∀k /∈

Kω : Qr
k = 0). In that case, the largest set of mutually incompatible requests S = {i1, i2, ..., ih} with

qri > 0 and wd
i = 1 on a specific day d are fixed to the first h vehicles of type ω on that day.

In the second method, we adapt the symmetry breaking constraints of Kovacs et al. [25] for the multi-245

objective generalized consistent vehicle routing problem. These constraints cannot be applied directly,

since in the DC-DARP a single user has multiple requests on a single day (i.e., outbound and inbound).

Besides, the constraints have to be added for each type of vehicle separately. Inequalities (67) and (68)

represent valid symmetry breaking constraints when Z = 1, while inequalities (67) and (69) are also

feasible when Z > 1.250

zku ≤
∑

d∈D
i∈P |θ(i)=u

ykdi ∀u ∈ U, k ∈ K (67)

zku1
≤

∑

u2∈U|u2<u1

zk−1
u2

∀u1 ∈ U, k ∈ K−
ω , ω ∈ Ω (68)
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zku1
≤

∑

u2∈U|u2≤u1

zk−1
u2

∀u1 ∈ U, k ∈ K−
ω , ω ∈ Ω (69)

Inequalities (67) ensure that zku variables are only equal to 1 if at least a single request of user u is

actually assigned to vehicle k. Inequalities (68) allow a user-vehicle assignment (u1, k) only if vehicle

k − 1 (of the same type ω) has been assigned to a user u2 with a smaller index than user u1 (smaller or

equal in case of inequalities (69)).

Our results indicate that the first method outperforms the second one. Even better results are255

obtained when both approaches are combined: first, we fix as many assignment variables to one as

possible by using the first method; then, we apply the second method to the remaining vehicles.

Consistency inequalities. When only a single driver per user is allowed over the planning horizon (Z = 1),

inequalities (70) may be added to both models to indicate that all requests of a certain user should be

assigned to the same vehicle over the complete planning horizon.

yd1,k
i = yd2,k

j ∀i, j ∈ P |θ(i) = θ(j), k ∈ K, d1, d2 ∈ D (70)

Simple subtour elimination and infeasible path inequalities. Next to the problem specific inequalities

presented in the previous paragraphs, both models may also benefit from adding general vehicle routing

inequalities. We consider adding simple subtour elimination inequalities for subtours of length two and

three, and simple infeasible path inequalities of length three. For the 4-index model, these inequalities

are presented in (71), (72), (73) respectively. For the 3-index model, vehicle indices k are removed from

these inequalities, and inequality (73) can only be added when the path is infeasible for all vehicles.

Infeasible paths of length two are excluded by the arc elimination procedure described in Section 4.1.

∑

k∈K

(xdk
ij + xdk

ji ) ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N, d ∈ D (71)

∑

k∈K

(xdk
ij + xdk

ji + xdk
ih + xdk

hi + xdk
jh + xdk

hj) ≤ 2 ∀i, j, h ∈ N, d ∈ D (72)

xdk
ij + xdk

jh + xdk
ih ≤ 1 ∀i, j, h ∈ N, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, such that

path < i, j, h > is infeasible for vehicle k (73)

4.4. Branch-and-cut algorithm

In contrast to the 4-index model, the 3-index model cannot be solved directly using a commercial

solver due to the exponential number of constraints. Therefore, a B&C algorithm is used. B&C al-260

gorithms combine a B&B procedure with the concept of cutting planes. In a first step, all constraint

families of exponential size (i.e., (50), (51), and (52)) are removed from the model and the LP-relaxation

is solved. Next, valid cuts are added to the model and the LP-relaxation of the updated model is solved.

This procedure is continued until no more valid cuts are found. The resulting solution is optimal if it
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satisfies the integrality constraints. If the solution is fractional, branching is performed on one of the265

fractional variables according to the B&B principle and the search continues. Adding valid cuts serves

two purposes: ensuring the feasibility of the final solution by excluding solutions that violate the removed

constraints, and strengthening the model, i.e., reducing the search space.

We apply the B&C algorithm of Braekers et al. [5] for the H-DARP, which is based on the algorithms

of Ropke et al. [12] and Cordeau [6] for the DARP. Seven types of inequalities are used to generate valid270

cuts: precedence, capacity, strengthened infeasible path, generalized order, subtour elimination, fork,

and reachability constraints. The first three are required to ensure feasibility, while the others are used

to strengthen the model.

Finally, the 4-index model is also solved using the B&C algorithm for two purposes. First, this

allows a comparison between our B&C algorithm and CPLEX on the same model. Second, we can learn275

which of both models performs best when solved by the B&C algorithm. This is important because the

advantage of the 3-index over the 4-index model is less clear for the DC-DARP, as discussed in Section

3.2. To apply the algorithm, the 4-index routing variables are aggregated into 3-index variables similar

to those of the 3-index model, i.e., x̂d
ij =

∑

k∈K xdk
ij , and cuts that are violated by these aggregated

variables are identified during the search. Although these cuts are not required to ensure feasibility, they280

may strengthen the model.

5. Heuristic approach

Approximate solutions for the DC-DARP are generated by a Large Neighborhood Search (LNS). LNS

is a popular metaheuristic for solving hard combinatorial optimization problems. Starting with an initial

solution, the algorithm repeatedly removes requests from the routing plan to reinsert them at better285

positions. The proposed version of the algorithm is based on the one presented in Kovacs et al. [24]

as it outperforms other solution approaches on the ConVRP benchmark instances in terms of average

objective value and computation time.

The pseudo code of our LNS is given in Algorithm 1. The initial solution is generated by the repair

operator; this solution might violate the driver consistency requirement and it might make use of dummy290

vehicles in order to assign all requests to a route. The drivers transporting user u are recorded in a list Zu

which are summarized in Z. The LNS comprises two destroy operators to remove requests (Section 5.1)

and one repair operator with several configurations to insert requests (Section 5.2). In each iteration,

one destroy operator and one configuration of the repair operator are selected with equal probability

(line 3). In line 4, the destroy operator is applied and Z is updated. As proposed in Kovacs et al. [24],295

the solution is repaired one day after another in a randomized fashion (lines 5 and 6). The routing plan

on day d is denoted by sd. The repair operator is applied to each day until all active requests on the

respective day have been assigned to a driver. Days are repaired in random order because the feasible

driver-to-user assignments on a given day depend on the assignments that have been made on other days.

For example, if we assign user 1 to driver A on the first day, we have to assign 1 to A on all other days300
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if users may be transported only by a single driver. The new solution is composed of the daily routing

plans (line 8). The decision whether or not to move from the current solution to a new solution is based

on a simulated annealing acceptance criterion (lines 9 - 11, Section 5.3). The best solution found so far

is replaced, if the new solution is feasible and has a lower objective value (lines 12 - 14). The algorithm

stops after a given number of iterations and returns the best solution.305

Algorithm 1 LNS

Require: initial solution s, set of drivers assigned to user u, Zu ∈ Z
1: sbest = s
2: repeat

3: select destroy operator dest and configuration of repair operator rep randomly
4: s′ = destroy(s, dest,Z) ⊲ update Z
5: for all d ∈ D do ⊲ in random order
6: s′d = repair(s′d, rep,Z) ⊲ consider and update Z
7: end for

8: s′ =
⋃

d∈D s′d
9: if accept(s′,s) then ⊲ Section 5.3

10: s = s′

11: end if

12: if f(s′) < f(sbest) then
13: sbest = s′

14: end if

15: until maximum number of iterations is reached
16: return sbest

We put emphasis on developing a lean but efficient metaheuristic that is widely accepted by practi-

tioners. In addition to the operators used in the final LNS version (described in the next sections), we

have tested a greedy based repair operator (Pisinger and Ropke [38], Ropke and Pisinger [39]) and two

destroy operators: related removal operator (Shaw [40], Ropke and Pisinger [39]) and cluster removal

operator (Ropke and Pisinger [41]). The final operators were selected by running experiments with a310

small set of randomly chosen instances. Operators that did not contribute to the solution quality were

removed. Both versions, the final LNS and the LNS that employs all mentioned operators, produce

equally good results when all available instances are considered. The median of the differences in the

solution quality is zero, i.e., the final version performs better on one half of the instances while the

extended version performs better on the other half. On average, the final version performs 0.1% worse;315

yet, the computation time is 3% shorter.

5.1. Destroy operators

We employ two destroy operators: random removal and worst removal. Each operator implements

a different strategy to remove requests from the solution. Random removal has been applied in, e.g.,

Pisinger and Ropke [38], Ropke and Pisinger [39], and Ropke and Pisinger [41]. The worst destroy is320

motivated by Kovacs et al. [24]. In each iteration, the number of requests that will be removed (ν)

is selected randomly from the interval [min {0.1
∑

i∈P,d∈D wd
i , 30},min {0.4

∑

i∈P,d∈D wd
i , 60}] (Pisinger

and Ropke [38]).
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The number of vehicles is limited in the DC-DARP. Requests that cannot be assigned to any available

vehicle are assigned to dummy vehicles (see Section 5.2). These dummies are deleted with 50% probability325

before executing a destroy operator. The number of requests that have been removed from the dummy

routes is taken into account when determining ν.

Random removal. The random removal operator selects requests randomly and removes them from a

randomly chosen day until ν removals have been made. Inbound requests and outbound requests are

removed independently from each other. This operator diversifies the search process.330

Worst removal. The worst removal operator removes all requests of users that are transported by the

most drivers and whose requests incur large routing costs. Each user u is associated with value C(u) that

is composed of the number of different drivers assigned to this user zu and the average insertion cost per

request of this user c̄u:

C(u) = zu +
c̄u

∑

u∈U c̄u
. (74)

On a given day d, let i′ be the predecessor of node i and i′′ its successor. The insertion cost of a request

associated with pickup node i on day d, cdi , is

cdi =







ci′i + ci,i′′ + c(n+i)′,(n+i) + c(n+i),(n+i)′′ − ci′i′′ − c(n+i)′,(n+i)′′ if i′′ 6= n+ i,

ci′i + ci,(n+i) + c(n+i),(n+i)′′ − ci′,(n+i)′′ if i′′ = n+ i.
(75)

The average insertion cost per request of user u is given by

c̄u =

∑

i∈P |θ(i)=u

∑

d∈D cdi
∑

i∈P |θ(i)=u

∑

d∈D wd
i

. (76)

We perturb the calculation of the insertion costs to avoid requests of outlying users to be removed

over and over again. This is achieved by adding a randomly chosen number in the interval [−ηc̄u, ηc̄u]

to c̄u; η is a parameter defined by the decision maker.

Users are sorted in decreasing order of C(u) (i.e., in a lexicographic order of driver consistency first and

average insertion cost second). User by user, we remove all associated requests from each day they are335

active until at least ν removals have been made and all assigned users comply with the driver consistency

requirement (28).

5.2. Repair operator

The repair operator is based on the regret principle, i.e., it considers the loss that might occur from

postponing the insertion of a request to later iterations [42]. For each pickup and delivery pair, we340

consider all feasible insertion positions and insert the request with the largest difference between its best

insertion position and alternative positions in other routes. The operator is applied to each day in the
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planning horizon one after another in a randomized fashion. All requests on a certain day are inserted

before moving to another day. The user-to-driver assignments on one day affect the feasible assignments

on other days. Therefore, we can diversify the search by generating the daily routing plans in a random345

order.

On a given day d, let cqi denote the change in the total travel cost of inserting request i at its cheapest

position into its q-cheapest route. Driver consistency is taken into account by penalizing insertion

positions that would violate the driver consistency requirements. We add a large penalty (M = 1000) to

cqi if an insertion violates driver consistency. Furthermore, we reduce cqi by M if i may not be assigned350

to additional drivers and the driver of route q is already assigned to serve i on another day. Rewards

support the early insertion of requests of users that are already assigned to the maximum number of

different drivers.

In each iteration for day d, we select an unassigned request with pickup node i∗ and insert it into its

cheapest position as follows:

i∗ := arg max
i∈P |wd

i
=1







min(q,|K|)
∑

h=2

(chi − c1i )







. (77)

Parameter q gives the number of routes that are considered in the repair operator. Expensive or infeasible

insertions can be identified and avoided earlier if q is large. We apply four configurations, i.e., q =355

{2, 3, 4, |K|} (Pisinger and Ropke [38], Ropke and Pisinger [39]).

Requests that cannot be assigned without violating the operational constraints (i.e., capacity, time

window, maximum ride time, and route duration) are assigned to a dummy vehicle. Dummy vehicles

have unlimited capacity but a regular route duration. An additional dummy vehicle is added to K, if a

request can be assigned to neither a regular nor a previously added dummy vehicle.360

The level of diversification is increased by randomizing the repair phase as suggested in [38, 39]. The

insertion cost cqi of a request is changed to cqi + y where y is a randomly chosen number in the interval

[−ηcqi , ηc
q
i ]. Parameter η controls the scale of randomization. The repair phase is randomized with a

probability of 50%.

We check the feasibility of an insertion with respect to the maximum route duration constraint and365

the maximum ride time constraints by the eight-step evaluation scheme of Parragh et al. [9], originally

introduced in Cordeau et al. [43]. First, we temporarily insert the request into a route. This route is

then compressed, i.e., unnecessary waiting times are eliminated by using the concept of forward time

slack (Savelsbergh [44]). If the resulting route complies with the route duration constraints, we next

check the maximum ride time constraint at each dropoff; if violated, we delay the corresponding pickup370

time either until the solution becomes feasible, or until delaying a pickup would violate the time window

constraints. An insertion position is considered feasible if all but the driver consistency constraints are

satisfied.
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5.3. Acceptance criterion

Our mechanism for escaping local optima is based on a simulated annealing acceptance criterion

[45]. Improving moves are always accepted; moves to solutions with larger evaluation function values are

accepted with a certain probability. The evaluation function g(s) is composed of the objective function

f(s) and a penalty for violating driver consistency (Kovacs et al. [24]):

g(s) = f(s) + (e
max{0,zmax−Z}

ppenalty − 1)iLNS; (78)

zmax is the maximum number of drivers per user (zmax = maxu∈U{zu}), and iLNS is the current LNS

iteration. Parameter ppenalty is set such that the penalty for violating the driver consistency by one

driver in the last iteration, iLNSmax, is equal to the objective value of the initial solution, sinitial. This

yields

ppenalty =
1

ln( f(s
initial)

iLNSmax
+ 1)

. (79)

The initial solution might violate the driver consistency requirement and might also exceed the375

available fleet size. As a consequence, f(sinitial) could be lower than the objective value of the optimal

solution. To account for this issue, we multiply the objective value of infeasible solutions by parameter

λ.

A new solution s′ replaces the current incumbent s if g(s′) < g(s). Otherwise, a move to s is accepted

with probability e−(g(s′)−g(s))/t̂. Parameter t̂ is the temperature in the annealing process. Initially, it is

set to accept a solution that is wt̂ % worse than the initial solution with a probability of 50% [39, 38]:

t̂ = −
wt̂

ln 0.5
f(sinitial). (80)

The cooling rate is controlled by parameter c, i.e., t̂ is replaced by t̂c after each LNS iteration.

The best found solution sbest is replaced if s′ is feasible and f(s′) < f(sbest).380

6. Computational experiments

Extensive numerical experiments have been conducted to assess and compare the quality of the

proposed solution approaches, and to examine the effect of imposing driver consistency constraints in a

dial-a-ride context.

Both, exact and heuristic, algorithms are coded in C++. For the exact approaches, the applied385

solver is CPLEX 12.6.1 (using the Concert Technology). Default settings are applied unless mentioned

otherwise. Only a single thread is allowed and the runtime limit is 4h. Experiments with the exact

algorithms are run on a Xeon E5-2680v2 CPU at 2.8GHz with 64GB of RAM whereas the LNS is run

on an Intel Xeon X5550 computer with 2.67GHz.
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Instance type Description
h0/h1 Heterogeneity (no, yes)
t0/t1 Type of trips per user (1, ≤2)
f0/f1/f2 Frequency of trip types (low, medium, high)
c0/c1/c2 Level of clustering (none, only destination, all)

Table 1: Summary of instance characteristics.

Benchmark instances for the DC-DARP are introduced in Section 6.1, while parameter settings of the390

different solution approaches are discussed in Section 6.2. A comparison between the exact approaches

and a comparison between the exact and heuristic approaches are presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4,

respectively. Finally, the effect of introducing driver consistency is analyzed (Section 6.5).

6.1. Data sets

A new set of benchmark instances is generated as we are not aware of any benchmark data for395

multi-period DARPs. We propose a new data set rather than adapting instances for the single period

(H-)DARP. Existing instances often exhibit characteristics that are undesirable or unrealistic in the DC-

DARP, e.g., outbound and inbound requests are not linked, maximum ride times are independent of

the direct ride time ti,n+i. However, relevant aspects such as vehicle heterogeneity have been modeled

similarly as in existing instances. All instances are available online at400

http://alpha.uhasselt.be/kris.braekers.

432 problem instances with diverse characteristics have been generated in total. Each instance is

solved for three levels of driver consistency (Z = 1, 2, 3), resulting in 1296 combinations. We consider

a five day planning period, with 12 hours per day (i.e., 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.). Origins and destinations are

generated in a square region of 20km2. The vehicle depot is located in the center of the region. The405

fleet is sufficiently large to serve all requests. Total route duration is equal to 8 hours and an average

driving speed of 40km/h is assumed. Time windows of 15 minutes are imposed on the delivery node for

outbound requests and on the pickup node for inbound requests. Maximum user ride time for a request

is two times the direct ride time, with a minimum of 20 minutes to ensure sufficient planning flexibility,

i.e., Lmax
i = max{20, 2×ti,n+i}. Each user has a home location, a capacity requirement for each resource410

type, and a service time of 5 minutes for regular users and 10 minutes for users being transported in a

wheelchair or on a stretcher.

The number of users ranges from 5 to 100 (5 to 50 in steps of 5, plus 75 and 100, i.e., 12 levels in total)

We categorize instances according to four characteristics, with two or three levels per characteristic. An

overview is given in Table 1. A single instance is generated for each combination of instance characteristics415

and number of users.

First, homogeneous (h0) and heterogeneous instances (h1) are considered similar to the instances

of Parragh [10]. In the homogeneous instances, only a single resource type is available, accompanying

persons are prohibited, and all vehicles have the same capacity (i.e., 3 seats). In the heterogeneous

instances, we consider two types of vehicles with four types of resources each (i.e., regular, wheelchair,420
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New type Capacity level User requirements
Type A Staff seats + patient seats + stretchers Accompanying persons + seated patients + patients on stretchers
Type B Patient seats + stretchers Seated patients + patients on stretchers
Type C Stretchers Patients on stretcher
Type D Wheelchair places Patients in wheelchair

Table 2: Redefinition of capacities and resource types.

Instance type First trip type Second trip type
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

f0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.1 0 0 0
f1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.3 0 0 0
f2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.5 0 0 0

Table 3: Probabilities for number of times a trip type is active during planning horizon.

stretcher, and accompanying person). We use the same vehicle types, probabilities for users to request

a resource type, and upgrading conditions as in Parragh [10]. The upgrading conditions are already

incorporated in the instances by defining four new types of capacities and resources as presented in

Table 2.

Second, instances are distinguished by the number of different types of trips of users. In some425

instances, users only make a single type of trip (t0), e.g., to a medical facility, while in other instances

users may require two types of trips (t1), e.g., to a medical facility and to visit a friend. The probability

of assigning a second type of trip to a user is 20%. Each type of trip has a certain destination and

a period of time, between 30 minutes and 4 hours, during which the user wishes to be present at this

destination. Each type of trip may be demanded on one or more days during the planning horizon, and430

always results in an outbound transportation request (from home to the destination) and an inbound

transportation request (back home).

Third, the number of times a trip is active during the planning horizon varies by three levels (f0, f1,

f2). For each level, Table 3 indicates the probabilities for activating a certain number of trips of a given

type. These trips are then randomly distributed over the days. For t0-instances, only the left part of435

Table 3 is relevant. For t1-instances, separate probabilities for the first and second trip type are applied

(left and right part of Table 3, respectively). Time windows are generated such that trips cannot overlap

in time if a user makes two trips on a single day.

Finally, different geographical distributions of the locations are considered. Locations are distributed

randomly in the instances of type c0. For instances of type c1 and c2, locations are clustered based on the440

method in Cordeau et al. [43]. The number of seed points around which locations are clustered is either

two or three (chosen randomly) and φ, a constant to control the level of clustering, is equal to 0.8. The

locations of the seed points are randomly generated, while ensuring a distance of at least 8 km between

them. Instances of type c1 have randomly dispersed home locations, but the destination locations are

clustered. Destinations are clustered around the seed point closest to the corresponding home location445

with a probability of 0.8. The probability of assigning a destination to any other seed point is 0.2. Both,

home locations and destination locations, are clustered in the c2-instances. The probability of assigning
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Figure 1: Different levels of clustering. The figures at the top show the pickup and dropoff locations. The figures at the
bottom show how the locations are paired.

a destination and the corresponding home location to the same cluster is 0.8. The clustering effect is

illustrated in Figure 1 for instance types c0, c1, and c2 with 35 users, respectively.

The number of active requests of a user u during the planning horizon (
∑

i∈P |θ(i)=u

∑

d∈D wd
i ) is 6.21450

on average. However, the number of active requests per user varies greatly between instances with low

frequencies (f0, 4.16 active requests) and those with high frequencies (f2, 8.29 active requests). The total

number of active requests per day mainly depends on the number of users. Instances with 5 and 100

users have 6.1 and 125.3 active requests per day, on average, respectively. The largest instance in the set

has 888 active requests over the 5-day planning period (177.6 per day on average). An overview of the455

relation between the number of users and the number of active requests over the 5-day planning period

is shown in Figure 2. For each number of users the minimum, average and maximum number of active

requests are indicated.

6.2. Parameter settings

The effect of introducing branching priorities (Section 4.2) and valid inequalities (Section 4.3) on the460

4-index and 3-index model is analyzed by running different configurations of both models on 18 instances.

Each instance is solved for a specific value of Z = {1, 2, 3}. The instances are selected such that all levels
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Figure 2: Number of users vs. number of active requests over the 5-day planning period.

of an instance characteristic are equally represented. The same holds for the three levels of Z. The

4-index model is solved using CPLEX, while the 3-index model is solved using the B&C algorithm.

Results of this analysis are given in Table 4. The first line represents the base setting (i.e., without465

branching priority and valid inequalities). The following eight lines show results when either branching

priority or one of the valid inequalities is activated. For each setting, we present the percentage of

instances (out of 18) that were solved to optimality within 4 hours, the average gap between the lower

bound provided by the respective setting (LB) and the best known upper bound2 (UBbk), calculated as

(UBbk − LB)/UBbk, and the average computation times in minutes.470

Introducing branching priority seems to be harmful when applied individually. The efficiency of both

formulations decreases in terms of average gap or number of instances solved to optimality. For the

4-index model, the same holds for individually adding simple subtour elimination constraints. Since we

use CPLEX as a black box solver, we have no insight into the reason for this. All other valid inequalities

improve the results compared to the base setting. The best performance can be achieved by combining475

different valid inequalities. The last line shows the best results for each model. The best results for the 4-

index model are obtained when all inequalities and branching priority are activated. The 3-index model

provides the best results without branching priority and with all inequalities enabled except subtour

elimination constraints with |S| = 2. For both models, efficiency is improved considerably compared to

the base setting. The best settings are applied in all further experiments.480

For the heuristic approach, the number of LNS iterations is 50000. Table 5 shows the chosen parameter

2The best known upper bound refers to the best solution found while experimenting with exact and heuristic approaches.
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4-index model (4i-cplex ) 3-index model (3i-bc)
Setting Opt(%) Gapavg(%) CPU(min) Opt(%) Gapavg(%) CPU(min)
Base setting 33.33 6.37 163 38.89 5.10 147
Branching priority 27.78 6.50 173 33.33 5.07 161
Initial pool of ineq. 38.39 5.86 148 38.89 4.92 148
Incompatibility ineq. 33.33 5.96 172 38.89 4.99 148
Symmetry breaking ineq. 38.89 5.71 147 44.44 4.23 144
Consistency ineq. 33.33 6.23 163 38.89 4.58 149
Subtour elimination ineq. (|S| = 2) 33.33 6.60 162 38.89 5.10 147
Subtour elimination ineq. (|S| = 3) 33.33 6.45 163 38.89 5.08 147
Infeasible path ineq. (|S| = 3) 44.44 4.13 138 38.89 3.95 148
Best setting 44.44 2.82 136 44.44 2.78 136

Table 4: Analysis of setting for exact approaches based on 18 instances.

simulated annealing regret and worst operator infeasible initial solutions
wt̂ c η λ
0.05 0.9999 0.3 2

Table 5: LNS parameters.

settings. Simulated annealing parameters, wt̂ and c, are set to the values reported in [21]. The noise

parameter η was adjusted during the development of the algorithm. Parameter λ for adjusting infeasible

initial solutions is based on comparisons between the objective values of feasible and infeasible initial

solutions. Each instance is solved ten times to account for random variations of the LNS.485

6.3. Comparison of exact approaches

In this section, results of the different exact approaches are compared. As already discussed in Section

4, the 4-index model is solved in two ways: directly by CPLEX (4i-cplex ) and by the B&C algorithm (4i-

bc). The 3-index model is solved only by the B&C algorithm (3i-bc). The B&C algorithm is implemented

using control callbacks, which automatically disables features of CPLEX that considerably improve the490

efficiency of the optimization process (e.g., dynamic search). To allow a fair comparison between the

B&C algorithm and solving the 4-index model directly, we also report results of solving the 4-index

model by CPLEX with empty control callbacks (4i-cplex-ec).

All approaches suffer from memory issues or are unable to solve the root node (i.e., LP-relaxation)

within 4 hours for instances with more than 40 users (especially with options f1 and f2). Therefore, the495

comparison of the approaches is based on all instances with up to 40 users, which ensures that for a

certain instance characteristic (e.g., heterogeneity) the same amount of instances are present for each

level (homogeneous and heterogeneous). This leads to a total of 864 problems (i.e., 288 instances solved

for three levels of Z).

Table 6 compares the four different approaches. It shows the percentage of instances solved to500

optimality, the average gap between the provided lower bound and the best known solution UBbk, the

average computation time in minutes, the average number of nodes in the B&B tree, and the average

number of user cuts added to the model. The first part of Table 6 involves all 864 problems, while

the next three parts show results for specific values of Z, with 288 instances, respectively. Results per
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Instances Approach Opt(%) Gapavg(%) CPU(min) # Nodes # Cuts

All

4i-cplex 46.53 4.78 133 15465 0
4i-cplex-ec 41.44 6.06 124 27790 0
4i-bc 42.82 3.87 143 6768 218
3i-bc 50.23 2.92 126 1408 1478

Z = 1

4i-cplex 71.53 2.42 78 1540 0
4i-cplex-ec 68.40 3.08 83 2874 0
4i-bc 65.28 2.54 91 729 354
3i-bc 50.35 3.36 127 2559 2609

Z = 2

4i-cplex 34.38 6.49 161 14100 0
4i-cplex-ec 29.51 7.72 156 24104 0
4i-bc 33.68 4.88 165 7654 162
3i-bc 40.97 3.41 145 1378 1121

Z = 3

4i-cplex 33.68 5.44 160 30759 0
4i-cplex-ec 26.39 7.37 134 56391 0
4i-bc 29.51 4.19 173 11922 138
3i-bc 59.38 1.99 107 286 703

Table 6: Comparison of exact approaches. Results involve all instances with up to 40 users.

number of users are available in Table A.1 in Appendix.505

The approach 3i-bc gives the best results on average, both in terms of number of instances solved and

in terms of relative gap. Several additional observations can be made: (1) applying the B&C algorithm

on the 3-index model gives better results than applying it on the 4-index model; (2) the B&C algorithm

outperforms CPLEX when comparing 4i-cplex-ec and 4i-bc; (3) if the B&C algorithm was integrated

in CPLEX (allowing the use of, e.g., dynamic search), even better results could be expected (based on510

the considerable reduction in solution quality from 4i-cplex to 4i-cplex-ec). Combining results of all

approaches and all experiments, 498 out of 864 instances (57.64%) could be solved to optimality. The

average gap to the best known solution UBbk is 1.79%.

Looking at results for specific values of Z, it is clear that approaches based on the 4-index model

perform better than the B&C algorithm on the 3-index model if only a single driver per user is allowed.515

This may be a result of the weaker link between the assignment and routing variables in the 3-index

model compared to the 4-index one, as discussed in Section 3.2. However, if two or more drivers per user

are allowed, the 3-index model provides better results. The instance characteristics (f, t, h, and c) have

a negligible influence on the efficiency of the exact approaches, except that solution quality of all models

decreases considerably when the number of times a trip is active during the planning horizon increases.520

For example, 69.44% of the f0 instances and 36.11% of the f2 instances could be solved to optimality

by the 3-index model (the relative gaps are 0.73% and 5.93%, respectively). A similar observation can

be made from Table A.1 in Appendix. The efficiency of all approaches decreases significantly when the

number of users (and hence the number of (active) requests) increases. The relative performance of the

different approaches is hardly affected by the number of users, except that the advantage of the 3-index525

model seems to decrease slightly with an increase in the number of users.

6.4. Comparison of exact approaches and LNS

In Table 7, we evaluate the performance of the LNS by comparing its results to the results of the exact

algorithms. The table is divided into two parts. The left part (All instances) includes all instances with
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All instances Closed instances
Instances # inst. Gapavg (%) Gapbest (%) CPULNS (s) # inst. Gapavg (%) Gapbest (%) CPULNS (s)
All 864 3.68 3.21 88.91 498 0.35 0.13 39.21

h0 432 4.16 3.70 91.63 266 0.39 0.16 43.72
h1 432 3.20 2.72 86.18 232 0.30 0.11 33.00
t0 432 1.84 1.41 83.36 257 0.34 0.14 37.86
t1 432 5.52 5.02 94.45 241 0.36 0.13 39.65
f0 288 0.81 0.52 46.82 222 0.34 0.14 31.54
f1 288 2.09 1.63 86.80 152 0.35 0.13 40.01
f2 288 8.15 7.50 133.09 124 0.37 0.13 50.01
c0 288 5.11 4.61 78.05 172 0.41 0.14 36.64
c1 288 3.35 2.93 85.20 164 0.33 0.15 37.20
c2 288 2.59 2.10 103.46 162 0.30 0.12 42.48

Z = 1 288 2.69 2.05 87.05 206 0.55 0.21 49.75
Z = 2 288 3.82 3.39 89.37 120 0.16 0.05 21.39
Z = 3 288 4.54 4.20 90.29 172 0.24 0.10 37.61

|U | = 5 108 0.01 0.00 4.74 108 0.01 0.00 4.74
|U | = 10 108 0.09 0.01 16.83 108 0.09 0.01 16.83
|U | = 15 108 0.38 0.19 44.36 95 0.27 0.12 41.23
|U | = 20 108 0.82 0.49 66.89 74 0.44 0.15 54.32
|U | = 25 108 1.57 1.05 98.40 51 0.65 0.22 72.44
|U | = 30 108 2.79 2.10 127.70 36 1.05 0.48 81.20
|U | = 35 108 8.34 7.49 161.81 20 1.05 0.50 88.35
|U | = 40 108 15.46 14.38 190.50 6 1.95 0.92 105.65

Table 7: Comparison between LNS and exact approaches. Average LNS and best-out-of-ten results are compared to optimal
objective values and best known lower bounds. All instances include all instances with up to 40 clients. Closed instances
include only instances for which the optimal solution is available.

up to 40 users. The LNS results are compared to the best available lower bounds. In the right part of530

the table (Closed instances), we compare the LNS only to instances where a guaranteed optimal solution

is available. The rows show the average results over the instances with the indicated characteristics.

Column “# inst.” indicates the number of instances involved in the analysis. The average gap between

the best lower bound and the average objective value of the LNS over 10 runs is denoted by Gapavg;

Gapbest is the average gap between the lower bound and the best result over the 10 runs.3 CPULNS is535

the average computation time per run in seconds. Results per instance are available online.

The performance of the LNS is consistently satisfying. The lower bounds are on average 3.68% better

than the average LNS result when all instances are taken into account. The average gap of the best LNS

result is 3.21%. On the closed instances, the average gap is 0.35% for the average LNS result and 0.13%

for the best LNS result. The solution quality of the LNS is stable across different problem instances.540

On the closed instances, the LNS generates solutions that are between 0.30% and 0.41% more costly, on

average, depending on the specific instance feature. The large gaps for the f2 instances on the left of the

table are caused by weak lower bounds rather than poor LNS results.

Looking at different levels of consistency, the average gaps are between 2.69% and 4.54% for the

average LNS result depending on the value of Z. On the closed instances, the average objective values545

3For each instance, the gap is calculated as (UBLNS −LB)/LB, where UBLNS either refers to the best solution or the
average solution among ten LNS runs.
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are between 0.16% and 0.55% higher than the optimal results. The results on the closed instances might

indicate that the LNS performs best when two drivers per user are allowed. These results, however, are

biased due to large differences in the number of closed instances for different Z values (i.e, (206, 120, 172)

for Z = (1, 2, 3)).

Results in the lower part of the table indicate that the LNS scales well. Gaps on the right of the550

table show that the solution quality of the LNS deteriorates slightly when the number of users increases.

On average, however, the LNS generates solutions within 2% of the optimal solution for instances with

up to 40 users within about 3 minutes. As before, the large gaps on the left of the table for instances

with a large number of users result from weak lower bounds.

The average computation time of the LNS is 88.91 seconds. The large impact of the frequency of555

requests (f) on the computation time is explained by the increasing number of active requests per user

from f0 to f2. The influence of the geographical distribution of the pickup and dropoff locations is

unexpected. If locations are distributed randomly, the average computation time is 78.05 seconds. The

average computation time increases to 85.20 seconds in the c1 instances and to 103.46 seconds in the c2

instances. The advantage of the LNS over the exact approaches in terms of computation time is obvious.560

For example, the average time to find the optimal solutions for the 434 instances solved by the B&C

algorithm on the 3-index model is 831 seconds, while the LNS generates close to optimum solutions for

these instances in less than 30 seconds, on average. Computation time of the LNS is barely affected by

the number of different drivers per user. The average computation time is 87.05 seconds when Z = 1

and 90.29 seconds when Z = 3. Clearly, computation times increase when the number of users increases,565

as is shown in the lower part of Table 7. Figure 3 shows the average computation times of the LNS on

all instances per number of users and level of consistency. Results on the instances with more than 40

users are reported as well. Computation times seem to increase quasi linearly with the number of users,

allowing instances of up to 100 users (627 requests on average) to be solved within about 10 minutes on

average.570

6.5. Cost of driver consistency

In this section, we examine the increase in routing cost when restricting the number of different

drivers per user. All 432 instances are solved with the LNS algorithm for this purpose. Table 8 shows

the results of comparing the cost of different levels of driver consistency. The first column denotes the

instance type. The next three columns show the percentage increase in routing cost if we allow only one,575

two, and three drivers per user instead of ignoring consistency, respectively. The last two columns show

the cost saving that is achieved by transporting users with two rather than one driver and three rather

than two drivers, respectively.

The results show that restricting the number of different drivers per user to one is significantly more

expensive than allowing at least two drivers. Depending on the instance type, the travel cost increases580

between 8.52% and 11.96% if Z = 1, but only between 0.91% and 1.67% if Z = 2. The average increase
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Figure 3: Average computations times of the LNS (in minutes) for different number of users and levels of driver consistency.

in cost that is caused by allowing a single driver per user is 10.70%. The difference between setting Z

to two or three is modest: transporting users with three (instead of two) drivers reduces the increase in

routing cost by 0.81%, on average. These results are consistent with the literature. For example, Feillet

et al. [28] and Kovacs et al. [24] report average cost savings of 7.5% and 6.5% when driver consistency is585

relaxed, respectively. Spliet and Dekker [46] demonstrate that visiting each customer by the same driver

increases the routing cost by up to 20.9% (12.7%, on average). However, guaranteeing driver consistency

to only 75% of the costumers increases cost by 2.9%, on average.

The instance characteristics have a minor effect on the cost of driver consistency. Only the frequency

of trips per user seems to have a significant impact on the routing cost when Z = 1. The routing plan590

becomes 8.52% more costly, on average, if users require a few trips during the planning period (instances

f0). However, the increase in cost grows to 11.96% as the frequency of requesting a trip becomes higher

(instances f2). Kovacs et al. [25] note that service providers benefit more from a flexible driver-to-user

assignment if there is more variation in the demand pattern, i.e., the probability of visiting a customer

on a given day is low. The daily routing plans have to be modified less if there is less variation in595

the daily demand. For example, the same routing plan could be applied repeatedly if each customer

required a visit on each day. Yet, comparing the results of capacitated vehicle routing problems such as

the ConVRP to the results of the DC-DARP seems to be unreasonable because of the different notion

of customer demand. Customers are visited at home in the ConVRP, while users are transported back

and forth between different locations in the DC-DARP. Additionally, customers are visited at most once600

per day in the ConVRP, but are transported at least twice in the DC-DARP.

Results per number of users (lower part of Table 8) indicate that the relative cost increase due to
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Instances Z=1 Z=2 Z=3 Diff. Z = (1, 2) Diff. Z = (2, 3)
All 10.70 1.28 0.47 9.43 0.81

h0 10.78 1.29 0.47 9.49 0.82
h1 10.63 1.27 0.47 9.37 0.79
t0 9.61 1.01 0.42 8.61 0.58
t1 11.80 1.55 0.52 10.25 1.03
f0 8.52 0.91 0.32 7.61 0.59
f1 11.64 1.67 0.65 9.97 1.01
f2 11.96 1.26 0.45 10.70 0.81
c0 11.14 1.40 0.58 9.74 0.82
c1 9.98 1.08 0.39 8.90 0.69
c2 10.99 1.36 0.44 9.64 0.92

|U | = 5 1.59 0.00 0.00 1.59 0.00
|U | = 10 4.39 0.09 0.00 4.30 0.08
|U | = 15 6.17 0.27 0.04 5.90 0.23
|U | = 20 7.68 0.60 0.10 7.09 0.49
|U | = 25 8.29 0.72 0.18 7.57 0.54
|U | = 30 9.49 1.05 0.32 8.44 0.73
|U | = 35 11.59 1.29 0.48 10.31 0.81
|U | = 40 12.69 1.60 0.56 11.09 1.04
|U | = 45 13.11 1.83 0.76 11.28 1.07
|U | = 50 13.89 1.76 0.69 12.12 1.07
|U | = 75 18.68 2.88 1.25 15.80 1.63
|U | = 100 20.88 3.26 1.29 17.62 1.97

Table 8: Average increase in routing cost in percent when users are transported with a limited number of different drivers.

imposing driver consistency is larger for instances with more users, i.e., the larger the instance the larger

the relative effect of allowing only a limited number of drivers per user. This holds for each level of

consistency. For example, the increase in cost for perfect driver consistency (Z = 1) is 1.59% on average605

in the case of 5 users; it is 20.88% on average in the case of 100 users. The results might be biased due

to the deteriorating performance of the LNS with increasing number of users. Still, they suggest that

especially large dial-ride service providers should carefully consider the level of consistency to offer.

Figure 4 illustrates the results in form of a box-and-whisker diagram. The increase in routing cost of

setting Z to one, two, and three instead of a large number is illustrated for three sets of instances. For610

each set and each Z value, the boxes show the quartiles, the whiskers give the minimum and maximum

values, and the asterisks mark the means of the increase in cost compared to a low-cost solution in which

consistency is ignored. The left of the figure shows the results of a data set in which each instance

characteristic is set to the level that caused the smallest increase in routing cost in Table 8. All instances

are considered in the plots in the middle of the figure. At the right, we report the results of another615

subset of instances where each instance characteristic is set to the level that resulted the largest increase

in Table 8.

The increase in cost of assigning one driver per user varies from 0% to 27.98%, depending on the

instance at hand; with two drivers, the increase ranges from -1.23% to 5.80% and with three drivers

from -0.72% to 2.85%. Negative values result from stochastic variations in the performance of the LNS.620

The first and third quartiles are 6.11% and 14.85%, respectively, when Z = 1, 0.17% and 2.10% when

Z = 2, and 0% and 0.76% when Z = 3. The small difference between the median and mean indicates a
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Figure 4: Increase in routing cost for different levels of driver consistency.

symmetric distribution of the values when all instances are taken into account. The median is 10.16%

with Z = 1, 0.98% with Z = 2, and 0.25% with Z = 3; the means are 10.70%, 1.28%, and 0.47%

respectively.625

Even for instances in which driver consistency is relatively cheap (left of Figure 4), we can observe

an average deterioration of 7.65% if Z is set to one; the average deterioration is 0.55% with two drivers

and 0.15% with three drivers. In most instances, the improvement is on the high end of the scale. In

75% of the instances the improvement is at least 4.09%.

On the right side of the figure, we see that the cost of restricting Z to one driver per user can be630

up to 13.19% higher, on average, compared to the cost of a loose driver-to-user assignment. Again, the

average increase in cost of setting Z to a value larger than one is minor, i.e., 1.51% with Z = 2 and

0.57% with Z = 3. Given a lower quartile of 8.65% when Z = 1, it can be assumed that the increase

in cost of providing the highest level of driver consistency would outweigh the benefit of improved user

satisfaction in many applications.635

We can summarize that there are considerable fluctuations in the cost of driver consistency. Individual

instance features seem to have a minor influence on the cost of consistency. However, certain combinations

of features can have a significant impact. In some situations, a one-driver-per-user assignment can

increase cost by 13.19%, on average. In other situations, an optimal driver consistency with Z = 1 can

be achieved without having to increase routing cost; i.e., driver consistency comes for free.4 Yet, in640

exceptional cases, a strict driver consistency can raise the routing cost by up to 27.98%. Setting Z to

4However, this was observed only in small instances with not more than 10 users and four drivers.
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values larger than two provides negligible savings.

Companies planning to create a competitive advantage by transporting users with familiar drivers are

advised to carefully assess their operational environment. Selecting a wrong level of consistency might

either reduce the quality of service or result in extremely costly solutions.645

7. Conclusion

Users of dial-a-ride services are often sensitive to changes in their daily routine. This aspect includes

the person who is providing the transportation service, i.e., the driver of the vehicle. Therefore, we

have proposed the Driver Consistent Dial-A-Ride Problem (DC-DARP). This problem extends the Dial-

A-Ride Problem (DARP) to a multi-period problem in which an additional feature of service quality,650

referred to as driver consistency, is incorporated. Each user is assigned to a limited number of different

drivers over the planning horizon. A diverse set of benchmark instances for the DC-DARP is provided.

The instances differ in several aspects, e.g., number of users, frequency of requests, fleet composition,

and level of clustering. A five-day planning period is assumed.

Two mathematical formulations and an exact Branch-and-Cut algorithm have been proposed. The655

first formulation requires routing variables with four indices, but the number of constraints is polynomial

in the size of the input. The second formulation requires 3-index routing variables. However, due to the

exponential number of constraints, they have to be added in a Branch-and-Cut fashion. Results indicate

that the second formulation performs best on average. However, when strict driver consistency is imposed

(a single driver per user), the first formulation provides better results on average. In most instances, the660

Branch-and-Cut algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art solver CPLEX (version 12.6.1).

A lean heuristic algorithm, based on Large Neighborhood Search, has been introduced to find near-

optimal solutions in a short amount of computation time. Only two removal operators and a single

repair operator are applied. Still, the algorithm performs well. The lower bounds generated by the exact

approaches are on average 3.68% better than the average LNS result. When taking into account only665

the closed instances, the average gap is 0.35%. The solution quality is stable across different problem

instances. The average computation time is less than 90 seconds for instances with up to 40 users, while

large-scale instances with up to 100 users (627 requests on average) are solved in about 10 minutes on

average.

Results indicate that imposing a strict driver consistency with a single driver per user is significantly670

more expensive than allowing at least two drivers. Depending on the instance, the routing cost can

increase by up to 27.98%, if each user is transported by the same driver each time. The average increase

in routing cost of allowing one, two, and three drivers per user compared to a low-cost solution is 10.70%,

1.28%, and 0.47% respectively. Restricting the number of drivers to two seems to be a good compromise

between service consistency and routing cost.675

Several opportunities for future research exist. We have focused on a short planning horizon, assuming

that the routing plan can be executed repeatedly, e.g., each week for several months. Future research may
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focus on how driver consistency may be measured and ensured in the long term. Bounding the number

of drivers per user might be too rigid. Besides, combined effects of driver consistency and different levels

of other service quality aspects (time windows, maximum ride times) may be investigated. Finally, we680

assumed that driver-to-vehicle assignments are fixed, i.e., a driver is always assigned to the same vehicle.

For heterogeneous problems, it might be interesting to study the potential savings of allowing flexible

driver-to-vehicle assignments, i.e., a driver may be assigned to different vehicles on different days.
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